REGULATIONS
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This regularity event is open to everyone who’s looking for an exciting motor sport adventure that’s not focused
on high speeds. Regularity rallies are competitive, with first and last place rankings, but under no circumstances
do they encourage racing to the finish line.

KEY DATES
From September 1st toNovember 15th 2021: reduced entry fee enrolments and team promotion
From November 16th 2021 to January 15th 2022: standard entry fee enrolments
Administrative checks will be conducted on Sunday, February 13th 2022 from 9 am to 2pm at the Museum Peugeot
Adventure at Sochaux (25).
Technical Scrutineering will take place in the Museum Peugeot Adventure on February 13th 2022 from 10am to 3pm.
From 3pm to 8pm, following the official check-in procedures, participating cars will be securely parked in the enclosed
Parc Fermé before 5pm.
A briefing session will take place at the Museum Amphitheater on February 13th 2022 at 5pm and then every night at
7.30 pm at near the Parc Fermé at the Temps Libre room at Malbuisson.
Sunday February 13th 2022: Administrative and Technical scrutineerings
Briefing of Race Director at 5pm at the Museum Amphitheater
Dinner at the Museum restaurant at 6pm
Sunday February 13th 2022: Start for the 1st Leg at 7pm: Sochaux – Malbuisson
Monday, February 14th 2022: 2nd Leg of the event: Doubs Loop
Tuesday, February 15th 2022: 3rd Leg of the event: Jura loop
Wednesday, February 16th 2022: 4th Leg of the event: Lakes Loop
Announcement of the final results and the corresponding awards ceremony will take place on Wednesday, February 16th
2022 at 7pm at the Temps Libre room at Malbuisson. Afterwards, a closing dinner will be held at the Hôtel du Lac at 9pm.

ART. 1 – ORGANIZATION
The Association Sportive Automobile Auto Verte (07/33), with the support of the F.F.S.A., organizes a road regularity
event for classic cars entitled “67th Snow & Ice Rally”. This event will consist of 4 laps around Malbuisson and will be
open to all vehicles marketed until 1995 (model year).
This rally will be held in compliance with:
- The FIA’s International Sports Code
- The present regulations and eventual addendums
- The traffic rules of the countries through which the rally travels
- This rally received the licence to organize Nr ….delivered on …………. by the FFSA.
The present regulation may be modified. Each modification will be announced by numbered and dated addendums, which
will immediately be part of the official event regulations. The rally marshals must sign any addendum announced after the
beginning of the administrative checks. Competitors must accept them by signing as well, except if it’s not possible during
the Rally.
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TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION
The A.S.A. Auto Verte has entrusted the technical organization of the rally to Patrick Zaniroli Promotion Company
1 Avenue du 1er Mai – ZI Saint Joseph – Le Meeting – 04100 Manosque - France
Tel :+33 (0)4 92 82 20 00
E-mail: info@zaniroli.com - web: www.zaniroli.com
Press Relations: Viviane Zaniroli

1.1P – Event OFFICIALS
Chairman of the event: José PERROT – Licence n°6570 – ASA 15/04
Clerk of Marshals: Elisabeth PERROT – Licence n°6567 – ASA 15/04
Official monitoring of averages: Patrick ZANIROLI – Licence n°1319 – ASA 07/33
Competitor Relations: Francis FABRIES– Licence n°6904 - ASA 07/28
Technical Marshall: Daniel CASOLARI – Licence n°1187421 – ASA 07/45
Rankings: José BAILLY – JB Times Concept
Timing: TRIPY
Route Opening: Alain LOPES

1.2P – ADMINISTRATIVE CHECKS
The administrative checks will take place on Sunday February 13th 2022 from 9.00am to 2.00pm at the Museum Peugeot
Adventure in Sochaux.
Every competitor will receive by email a convocation clarifying the day and the exact time at which they will have to
appear. Convocation timing will also be available on the organizer’s website.
Each crew must be present with its vehicle for check-in and inspections at the time and place stated in the convocation,
complete with all the documents and specific equipment detailed below.
Each crew member must present the following valid documents:
- Standard driver’s licence (required for drivers only)
- 2022 Licence: For French participants, International driver and co-driver license, or International regularity driver and codriver license. For non-French E.U. participants, a Competitor’s Driving License or a Regularity Driver’s Licence issued by
their national motor sports federation
- If you don’t have these licences, the organization can provide an event-specific licence during the administrative
checks. But that does not include insurance underwriting for foreigners.
- Medical certificate issued by your doctor stating that you’re able to drive.
- Authorization to compete abroad, delivered by your National Motor Sport Federation (for the non-European Union
competitors)
- Written permission to compete in the Snow & Ice Rally from the owner of the vehicle, if it is not the property of a crew
member
- Department of Motor Vehicles/official registration document for the vehicle
- Green card/insurance certificate, valid for the duration of the event and for the countries travelled through
- Valid roadworthiness certificate for the vehicle
Participants must present the current/valid originals of the abovementioned documents. Failure to do so will
result in their immediate disqualification. No photocopies, proof of loss/theft will be accepted under any
circumstances.

1.3P – TECHNICAL CHECKS

The scrutineering will take place Sunday February 13th 2022 from 10am to 3pm at Sochaux. It will be a general check
and will focus on main safety aspects, such as:
Seatbelts (if provided by the manufacturer) – Tyres (studs quantity) – Fire 2 kg extinguisher – Battery mounting – Hazard
warning triangle – Fluorescent vest: one for each crew member – Noise – Lighting – Tow Hook.
Cars lacking adequate safety guarantees may not be allowed to participate.
Cars that generate too much noise may be excluded from the event. In which case, the organizer will keep the entry fees.
It is mandatory to have a tow hook at the front and rear of your vehicle with a minimum inner diameter of 50mm.
After the official Checks, all vehicles will be securely parked at the enclosed Parc Fermé area in Sochaux
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1.4P – Authorized instruments
All mechanical or electronic Tripmasters are permitted.
All measuring instruments, speed pacers, stopwatch of your choice are permitted.
Modern bucket seats and safety harness, which do not conform to the style of the vehicle’s original era, are allowed in the
vehicles.

TYRES:
The choice of tires is free and Burzet tires remain allowed, the choice of tires remaining the responsibility of the
crews.
In case of snowy or icy roads, the fitting of studded tires will be compulsory.
Most of the course is most of the time on white roads, each vehicle engaged must be equipped with 2 studded
tyres at minimum on the propulsion axle, except in case of insufficient snow, indicated by the race direction,
authorizing tires without nails.
The number of studded wheels used is free.
Competitors must affix at the car back regulatory sticker indicating that they are equipped with studded tires (supplied by
the organization)
Diameter and width tires are free compared to the original model.
Only tires that are road legal and bare the mention “DOT” or “E” on the side will be admitted. Competition tires that have
the “road illegal” mention on their sides are prohibited.
Only studs authorised, must corresponding at the following standards:
- Minimum distance between 2 studs: 3.5mm
- Maximum authorized protuberance on new tyres: 1.8mm
- The number of studs must be between 100 and 150 per tyre
- There must not be any studs in the central part of the tread
- Screwed studs are forbidden. Only injected studs are allowed.
NOTE: We will be particularly vigilant with regard to the quality of the tyre equipment and the ground clearance,
the unconfirmed could lead to exclusion. Studded tires must be "marked" during technical checks

ART.2 - INSURANCE
In accordance with FFSA Regulation
Pursuant to the provisions of article 5 of the decree of October 18th, 1955, and the order of October 20th, 1956, decree 581430 of December 23rd, 1958, and the implementing texts, the organizer has taken out a public liability insurance policy to
cover itself and competitors against bodily injury or material damage caused to spectators, third parties or competitors only, as regards the latter, for events not exclusively involving the private use of public roads - in the event of accident, fire
or explosion occurring during the sporting event or the trials scheduled in the official programme thereof.
By participating in this rally, each participant acknowledges to take its full responsibility in case of accident during the
event. The Organization shall in no event be liable for facts not dependent on infrastructure or personnel under its
management. In particular, each participant declares that the vehicle and its users are covered by a valid insurance policy
at the time of the event, and the date of settlement of any premium for this insurance. The organization also cannot be
held liable for damages or thefts on the vehicles during the event, or caused by the installation of regulatory adhesives.

ART.3 – DRIVERS AND NAVIGATORS
ART.3.1P – ENTRY / ENROLMENT
Any person wishing to take part in the event should send an application for entry (with full address,
telephone number, etc.) to the event Secretary’s office at the following address:
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PZP : 1 Avenue du 1er Mai – ZI Saint Joseph – Le Meeting - 04100 Manosque - France

ESSENTIAL: To be valid, applications must be accompanied by the amount of the
corresponding rights on the date of registration. If enrolment application is sent by Fax or
email, the original and the fees must reach us within the next 48h, otherwise your registration
won’t be valid (particularly as regards hotel booking).
- The organizer reserves the right to accept or refuse any entry application, without having to provide a reason for such a
decision.
- By the mere fact of entry, any crew taking part in the event agrees without reservations whatsoever to abide by the
general rules and the specific regulations governing the event.
- Details regarding the second crew member may be filled until January 10th, 2018.
- Crew members and/or vehicles can be changed, with the organisers’ permission and approval, up until the final checkin/verifications.
- Brand or club teams can request participation in the ranking “by team” up until the close of technical and administrative
checks. Each team should include 3 to maximum 5 vehicles.
- The winning team will be determined by adding together the 3 best results.

ART.3.2.P – Licences
The Snow & Ice Rally is currently conducted under the aegis of the FFSA; competitors must have a licence from their
federation in order to participate. Those who do not have such a license can register for an “event license” during
administrative checks (cost €50 per person). This licence can be delivered to the foreigners. In this case, you will have
to download the licence form and fill it before the official checks in order to present it to the organizer (don’t send
the form before the event). The form must be accompanied by a medical certificate, which allows you to drive.
You will find an example of a medical certificate as an appendix hereto.

ART.3.3P – Competitors
The maximum number of competitors is set at 90 vehicles.
Register will be close as soon as 100 vehicles have entered, or January 15th, 2022 at the latest

ART.3.4P – ENTRY FEES – 2 categories : Regularity and Hinking
PACKAGE 1: All included - hotel and catering for two people in a twin room (breakfasts, lunches, dinners) dinner
Sunday February 13th 2022 at the Peugeot Museum in Sochaux at breakfast on Thursday, February 16th 2022 at
Malbuisson.
PACKAGE 2: Including only the 3 lunches during the rally of Monday, February14th, Tuesday 15th and
Wednesday 16th - but without hotels or dinners. Dinners can be ordered as an option for crews and assistances staying
outside. (See supplements page on the entry form).
PRICES :
PACKAGE 1: Minus prices till 15 November 2021: Regularity €3,600 / Hiking €2,800
Normal prices from 16 November 2021 till 15 January 2022 : Regularity €3,800 / Hiking : idem
PACKAGE 2: Minus prices till 15 November 2021: Regularity €2,400 / Hiking €1,800
Normal prices from 16 November 2021 till 15 January 2022: Regularity €2,700 € / Hiking idem
PROMOTION TEAM: Till 15th November 2021: By registering in a team of 3 to 5 cars maximum, each crew can
deduce €200 of its registration fee - Caution, in order that this promotion is effective, the inscriptions must reach us all
together, or in the same week, not two months after.
No promotion nor discount on standard fees
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Package #1 For one vehicle and a two-person crew, the entry fees include:
. General organization of the event, sporting and logistics support
. National and local authorisations.
. Twin-bed room accommodation in Hotel Le Lac or La Poste (4 nights) from February 13th to 16th, 2022
. Meals for two: 3 lunches from February 14th to 16th, 2022 + 3 dinners from February 13th to 15th,2022
The price giving evening and dinner on February 16th, 2022
. Compulsory third-party insurance for the competitors and the organizers of the event
. Security for the parking enclosures at night
. Two door numbers, two rally plates, and a road book
. Two souvenirs per crew
. Rental of the required GPS timing & tracking Tripy system

Package #2 For one vehicle and a two-person crew, the entry fees include:
. General organization of the event, sporting and logistics support
. National and local authorisations
. Meals for two: 3 lunches February 14th to 16th, 2022
The price giving evening on February 16th, 2022 (without the after gala dinner)
. Compulsory third-party insurance for the competitors and the organizers of the event
. Security for the parking enclosures at night
. Two door numbers, two rally plates, and a road book
. Two souvenirs per crew
. Rental of the required GPS timing & tracking Tripy system
Note: you can book dinners at the Hotel Le Lac if you wish. In this case, see the Options form

Payment methods
• For non-French participants by bank transfer (SWIFT) – see all informations on the entry form

Conditions for cancellation
To be taken into consideration, all cancellations must be reported in writing (by post or fax).
In case of cancellation, and regarding reservations and down payments already made to the various establishments, as
well as work already completed by the organization, reimbursement requirements are as follows:
For a cancellation before November 1st, 2021: €500 of the amount paid will be forfeited.
From November 1st, 2021 to January 15th , 2022: account of €2000 will be forfeited.
From January 16th, 2022: 100% of the entry fee will be forfeited.

ART.3.5P – CREW
Crew can include one driver and one or two co-pilots/navigators. Co-pilots/navigators must be at least 15 years old.

ART.3.6P: Starting line-up positions
Stage 1: Starting line-up in order of the numbers and the others days in the order of the previous/leg results as
follows:
First, the 4-wheel drive vehicles, then the low average speed category. Then the high average speed after a 20minute break.
The time from your three daily "jokers" will be taken into account for the next day’s starting line-up
Starting line-ups will be communicated to competitors via (SMS) text messages and posted each evening at the
PC Race where a permanence will be assured till 9pm. Each day, the competitors wil have to join the starting lineup from their hotel, half an hour before the ideal departure time.

ART.3.7P – Numbers
The 20 first numbers will be assigned to the 4WD vehicles
Number 13 won’t be assigned except by special request
The next 20 to 29 numbers will be assigned according to the previous last year’s overall ranking – Low Average
The rest of the numbers will be assigned according to the previous year’s ranking and the followers in order in which we
receive the registration/entry forms & fees – High Average.

ART.3.8P – Road-Book

The Road-book will be done at the Administratives Checks on Sunday February 13th, 2022
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ART.4 – VEHICLES & EQUIPMENT
4.1P – Vehicles Eligibility
Three categories are allowed to enter:
2-wheel drive Regularity
4-wheel drive Regularity
Hiking without the clock
Regarding the date of the first registration
Group 1: from 1946 to 1961
Group 2: from 1962 till 1965
Group 3: from 1966 till 1971
Group 4: from 1972 till 1976
Group 5: from 1977 till 1981
Group 6: from 1982 till 1995
Group 7: Four Wheel drive 4x4 - all years till 1995 (Ranked separately).

4.2P – Average speeds
The crews must travel the ZR / RT at an imposed average speed, depending of their category and the snow cover
of the road. The averages to be performed will be indicated on the Road-Book.
Two Average speeds to maintain for Regularity: Low and Hight average speeds:
Vehicles from 1946 till 1971 : Low Average
Vehicles from 1972 till 1995 : Hight Average
By very snowy roads:
Low Average speed: 44 km/h – High Average speed: 47 km/h
By little snowy roads:
Low Average speed: 47 km/h – High Average speed: 50 km/h
All vehicles must be conformed to traffic laws. The organizer reserves the right to refuse the start to any car that does not
match the criteria of the event (time, status, compliance, etc.).
- Vehicles ufrom Groups 1 to 6 will be in a single genral classification.
- Vehicles from Group 7 will be ranked separately.
Vehicles up to 1300cc, in any groups, will benefit of a 0,80 multiplying coefficient for each penalty’s point in the
RT. (except for rotary and turbo engine)

ART.4.3P: Mechanical problems
In case of breakdown, you can use another vehicle if and only if it complies equally to the regulations and is in the same
average speed category as the broken one, and only after the marshals and event officials give their approval thereto.
Penalty will be 300 points.

ART.4.4P – ASSISTANCE
PERSONAL ASSISTANCE
The organizer does not take into account the assistance vehicles. For the duration of the event, repairs and
refuelling are permitted outside regularity zones RT, at lunch and at after crossing each leg’s finish line.
Assistances vehicles are not allowed to be near the start of any regularity zone (to avoid cluttering up the road).
Any assistance vehicles that do not respect these instructions may cause the disqualification of the assisted
vehicle. It will be possible to buy the assistance cartographic book for €100 at the official checks.
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BROOM CAR
The organizers will provide an official assistance service in the form of a broom car drives by 2 mechanics.In the case of a
breakdown, the organizers may provide assistance during a short time. After this time, the crew will be offered
transportation by truck to the nearest garage. In the case of a serious breakdown, the competitor may re-join the rally at
the start of an other leg but will be subject to penalties for the missed / skipped controls (CH, CP, and RS). This assistance
will be available to crews during lunch and at the end of each leg.

ART.5P – ADVERTISING
According to FFSA regulation, crews may freely display any advertising on their
cars provided that:
- does not violate laws regarding advertising
- does not detract from the historical character of the car
Organizer advertising will be:
- 2 Stickers for the side panel of the vehicle (mandatory) for race numbers and
organizer sponsors. Size is 42 cm x 65 cm.
- 2 rally plates (mandatory) to affix on the front and rear bumpers.
Any crew not abiding by these rules, will get a 100 seconds penalty and €100 fine for the 1st infraction. 2nd infraction:
penalty of 200 seconds and €200 fine. 3rd infraction: exclusion from the event.
If you don’t want to apply the advertising on your car, you can pay a supplement of 100% of your enrolment price.

5.1P – Image right
1 / By accepting the present rules, terms and conditions for the Princesses’ Rally, hereinafter referred to as the Event, all
those participating in said Event, hereinafter referred to as Competitors, do hereby (personally as well as for their
teammates, companions, companies, equipment suppliers and sponsors – hereinafter referred to as Partners)
unequivocally authorize the Organizers to record, reproduce and represent their vehicle (including the branding/markings)
as well as their names, voices images and/or biographies and to make note of their participation in the Event by any/all
means, whether that be to promote the Event and its Organizers, and/or to increase media coverage thereof.
2 / By accepting the present rules, terms and conditions, the Competitors guarantee protection for the Organizers against
any sort of complaint from his/her Partners regarding the Organizers’ use and/or reproduction of their brands, markings,
names, voices, images and/or biographies as well as any summaries of their participation in the Event.
3 / The very foundation of motor sports, from a personal aspect, being to showcase the Competitors’ performances as well
as that of all those who assist the Competitors by providing services, funding and support, the Organizers will make every
effort to exercise their right freely and actively ensure maximum media coverage of the Event, the Competitors and their
Partners/Sponsors. The Organizers can thus not be attacked for such exposure, unless a Competitor and/or his/her
Partners/Sponsors specifically request in advance and in writing to remain anonymous.
4 / The Competitors and/or their Partners/Sponsors who would like to create/capture images and/or texts etc. of the Event
for their personal use must submit a written request to the Organizers in advance and include the purpose of such. The
Organizers have the right to refuse anything such creations that could be considered averse to the Event’s promotion or
that might exceed the legal limits of freedom of expression.
5 / By accepting the Event rules, terms and conditions, the Competitors also accept that all the intellectual property rights
(author’s rights, brand/trademark rights, copyrights etc.) related to the images, texts, quotes and other Event, Competitor
and/or Partner/Sponsor renderings belong entirely to the Organizers (and/or their authors if the latter received approval
from Organizers or were asked to create such material by the Organizers). The Competitors must therefore refrain from
using or reproducing such material for any other purpose than strictly personal ends.
6 / Any violation of the rights and obligations set forth herein can be the subject of legal proceedings initiated by the
Organizers and/or the authors of the texts, images, comments and/or other captures of the Event, the Competitors or their
Partners/Sponsors, particularly in regards to the legal provisions (articles L.335-2 and L.335-3 of the Intellectual Property
Code) that define infringement or, conversely, the Organizers’ claims for justice based on unfair competition, but certainly
not limited to this point.
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ART. 6 – SITES AND ROUTE
6.1P – Description of the route
The 2022 event will be divided into 4 legs:
As the itinerary must remain secret, reconnaissance missions are prohibited
The detailed itinerary for each leg will be included in the road-book
Crews must strictly follow the itinerary; marshals can check your route at any time with the Tripy GPS.
The non-respect of the itinerary or having other notes than the ones provided by the organizer may lead to penalties or
exclusion from the event.
Non-respect of the itinerary set forth for the connecting legs may lead to a 180-point penalty.
Competitors can used average tables.

6.3P – TIME CARD
Each crew will receive a time card. The crews alone are responsible for their time cards. The time card must be available
for inspection on request, at any time, but particularly at the check points where it must absolutely be presented by a crew
member in order to be endorsed. Unless approved by the steward in charge, any alteration or amendment of the time card
may result in exclusion. The absence of a stamp or failure to hand in the time card at a passage or time control will incur a
penalty. The time attributed for covering the distance between two consecutive check points will be noted on the time card.
Losing a time card will involved a 60 points penalty.

6.4P: TRAFFIC
During the entire duration of the event, crews must strictly follow French traffic and road rules as well as the
speeds recommended in the road book. ꞏThe Tripy GPS will monitor your average speed throughout the “Radar
Zone” and report it to the Rally authorities, as the Genrdarmerie/Police can control your speed on the road.
- At the entrance of each dwelling or area deemed «at risk», a check of the Road book will show «Radar Zone»
and the maximum average permitted by the organization. Any excess will cause an alert to the PC Race by Tripy,
and will result in penalties.
- The road book shows you an input box that area or the speed is limited.
- After this you need to respect the indicated average.
- The Tripy GPS fix takes into account your actual speed up the check out radar area, and transmits it to PC race
-

During Liason routes, You will constently be monitored by your Tripy GPS in order to respect the speed
regulations of the French traffic law.

-

In case of infringement of the Tripy in areas mentioned «radar» on the road book, the following penalties
will be applied every day:
Infraction from 0 to 10 Km/h
1st infraction 30 pts
2nd infraction 50pts
3rd infraction 100 points

Infraction higher than 10km/h
1st infraction 100 pts
2nd infraction 200pts
3rd infraction Exclusion

All times over 10% under the maximum average set by the organizers will lead to a penalty which can go as far as
exclusion from the event.
Crews are also forbidden, at the risk of being penalized or even ejected from the event, from the following:
• Intentionally blocking passage or preventing passing/overtaking
• Behavinginanunsportingmanner
All event official, besides the Marshals/Stewards, are considered judges, and as such in a position to note any
type of infraction.
Unfair, unsporting, incorrect, fraudulent, operations from a crew or non-assistance to an accidental car will be judge by the
marshals. They could vote for a penalty as far as an expulsion.
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ART.7 – COURSE OF THE RALLY
7.1P: Start and Arrival
The ideal starting time will be indicated on each crew's time card. Any delay by a crew in presenting itself for the start of
the event or of a leg will incur a penalty of 1 point per minute (maxi: 30 points). For a delay of more than 30 minutes, crews
may be refused the right to start.
The route followed in this event will be divided into 4 legs
Each of them split into several different types of sections:
Liaison sections (connecting legs): Section of the route between two Time Controls (CH/TC). or simple regrouping. The
time set to cover them will take into account any possible traffic difficulties to encourage competitors to drive with care.
Regularity Zone (ZR): Section of route between two Time Controls (CH/TC) that must be covered in a set amount of time
corresponding to an average speed up to 50 km/h. If a Regularity Zone (ZR) runs through a populated area, the
average set speed will be 30 km/h.
The finish lines for intermediary time checks are not indicated in the road-book and will be recorded by the Tripy GPS
placed in each vehicle by the organizer.
In each ZR (Regularity Zone), first arrival will be at least 600 meters (0,37 miles) from the start. Then, there will be
arrivals anywhere along the ZR till the finish of this one.
As a security measure, there will be no arrival in the 300m following a radar zone or stop at the stop.
At the Arrival:
Each stage arrival will be materialised at the CH in the gathering park by an arrival arch where the contestants will be
greeted.

7.2P – GENERAL PROVISIONS REGARDING CONTROLS
Official timing for the Rally will be Tripy GPS Time
All checks, this includes Time Controls (CH/TC), Passage Controls (CP), starts in Regularity Zones… are indicated by
standardized icons, approved by the FIA.
The check points will open 15 minutes before the ideal time of passage of the first crew.
They will close 15 minutes after the ideal time of passage of the last crew.
Crews must follow all instructions from all officials in charge of a check point.

7.3P – PASSAGE CONTROLS (CP)
Passage Controls, secret or not, are designed to verify that the crews are following the scheduled route.
The race stewards at these controls will merely stamp/sign the time card when it is presented to them, without indicating
the time of passage. The lack of such a visa for any check point will result in a penalty.
The Tripy GPS placed on board each vehicle provides ongoing tracking and respect for the set itinerary.

7.4P – TIME CONTROLS (CH)
Time controls are open controls marking the limits of a Regularity Zone. Their purpose is to check that crews
respect the average speed imposed for each regularity section.
At these Time Controls, the race steward in charge notes the time of presentation on the crew’s time card.
Crews may await their ideal time out front in of the sign indicating the entrance to the control zone.
The ideal arrival time is determined by adding the departure/start time for that section to the time allocated for covering the
connecting leg.
Crew run no risks of penalties for advance arrivals if the time at which the car enters the control zone
corresponds to the ideal minute check-in time, either of the one who precedes it.
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During these inspections, each day, participants will be allowed a total maximum of 15 minutes late check in
without being penalized (for getting gas, busy traffic ) in order to avoid taking unnecessary risks on the open
road.
FOR EXAMPLE:
A crew that must arrive at a control at 18h58 will be considered to be on time if it presents itself between:
18h58 min.00 sec. and 18h58 min.59 sec.
Each minute’s difference with respect to the ideal time of presentation will be penalized as follows:
Late arrivals: 1 point per minute or fraction of a minute with a maximum of 30 points.
Early arrivals: 2 point per minute or fraction of a minute with a maximum of 60 points.
Lack of a time control or arrival check point visa after the maximum authorized delay will be penalized: 120 points
At some Time Control, at the end-of-stage time controls and at lunchtime, crews will be allowed to check in early
without incurring penalties.

7.5P : CH for starts of Regularity Test (DZR)
These controls will be located either directly at the morning or afternoon stage start, or at the end of a liaison section.
In this case, a time of 2 minutes will be allotted between the end of the liaison CH and the control of the regularity start.
At the start of a regularity test, the road steward in charge of this post will note the departure time for this RT on the crew’s
time card, which will correspond to the start time for the following liaison section; then he will signal the start for
the team at the time noted on the time card.

7.5.1P : « SELF START » PROCESS
The time to take into account for your departure in «Self Start» is the liaison end time that you calculated and indicated on
your Logbook, according to your speed category.

DURING A SELF-START, AT THE END OF THE LIAISON, IT WILL BE POSSIBLE TO START IN
ADVANCE TO A FULL MINUTE. Be careful to always leave the full minute for the Tripy.
Example : Departure time for ZR : 2 :02’00’’pm
Allowed time indictated to go to the Self Start : 1h05’00’’
Theorical hour of start from the Self Start : 3:07’00’pm’
But all the full mintures before or after this timing can be utilised : example : 3 :05’ pm / 3 :06’ pm / 3 :08’ pm / 3h09’ pm…
f you arrive late compared to your ideal time, so as not to disturb the departure of competitors who point to their time and
the ideal minute, you must leave:

7.6P: CH MISSED AND CONDITIONS FOR REMAINING ON COURSE
For all missed CH, competitors will be penalized with 120 points.
If a driver does not complete a ZR, he/she can still continue the rally, but will be penalized with 360 seconds for each ZR
not completed, as well as the CH start if he/she does not check-in there.
If a crew interrupts their participation in the rally at any point, for whatever reason, they can rejoin the event later, taking all
the penalties set forth in these rules and regulations, for each and every control missed (CH, CP, and ZR arrival).
To be allowed to rejoin the line-up for any given leg, competitors must present themselves at the starting line 30’ prior to
the ideal start time of the last competitor, and submit their log book and time card from the last completed check-in to the
steward in charge of that post.
They will be authorized to rejoin the rally if their vehicle still meets all required security standards set forth by the
scrutineering guidelines.
Their start time will then be determined at the steward’s discretion.
Failure to check in at the last CH of the rally, will incur the exclusion from the event.

7.7P: Regularity Zones on road
Regularity tests are actually sections of the open roads, not reserved for private use. Maximum caution is
therefore advised with regard to non-rally vehicles (bikes, pedestrians, tractors, trucks ) and when travelling
through villages.
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Likewise, any delays on an RS caused by another road occupant, or to overcome another competitor, or as a result of
being momentarily “stuck” in the middle of the road, will be considered as an “unavoidable incident”, and therefore will not
incur any change in the competitor’s recorded time.
The minimum length of a ZR (Regularity Zone) is 3 km.
Ranking based on times achieved by each crew will be established as followings:
For each second or fraction of a second under the ideal time: 2 penalty points will be added to the time
For each second or fraction of a second under the ideal time: 1 penalty point will be added to the time
At each timing point, the first second ahead or behind will not be counted in the classification.
Starts’ of Regularity Zone will be given by a Marschall or as a «Self Start»
EXAMPLE :
If the set average speed is supposed to be 45 km/h
And the length of the Regularity Zone is 5.1 km
And the ideal timing has been set at 6 min. 48 sec.
If the time taken is 6 min. 59 sec. = 11 seconds late = 11 penalty points to the time
If the time taken is 6 min. 31 sec. = 17 seconds early = 34 penalty points added to the tim
The maximum penalty points attributed on a Regularity Test is 120 points for late or early arrivals.
Each arrival point that you missed will be penalised by 180 points.
The average speed set by the organizer can change several times on the same ZR, depending on the type and condition
of the roads used and the regulations enforced there.
The organizer can set up intermediary time checks, at his own discretion, at any point on the Regularity Sections.
At the start of each ZR, the road-book will indicate the maximum length of the section.
On each ZR (Regularity Zone), first arrival will be at least 600 meters (0,37 miles) from the start. Then, there will be
anywhere along the Test till the finish of this one. All arrival points of Z.R. will be taken into account for the classification,
with the exception of 1 Joker per day within a limit of 60 points.
In case of car crash, you responsibility could be involved, you must stop to complete a report, even in ZR,
otherwise you might be disqualified

7.8P – INTERRUPTION OF A REGULARITY TEST
If a test is blocked by a competitor or other road user : it is a “race incident” which won’t lead to any points taken off,
except in case of an accident.
If a regularity test is completely stopped before the passing of the last contestant, by an exterior to the race
event, a rating will be able to be made for the competitors who were not able to go through this section under
normal race conditions. The competitors who have been blocked, will get points matching the time average made by the
last three competitors who went under normal race conditions

7.9P – ENCLOSED PARKING RULES
The cars will only in an enclosed park on Sunday, February 13th, 2022 at night, from the final control of the scrutineering
to 7:00 pm
Each night of a stage, there will be a safe car park (non mandatory) for the night, each crew is free to take its car to their
hotel, after clocking in at the end-of-stage CH.

ART.9 – PROTESTS
In compliance with the article 9.2 of the FFSA general regulations, there is no admissible complaint in a rally running on
open roads. If you have a sports problem during one of the stages, you can inform a chairman with the by completing the
Querry Form place at the end of each road-book.
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ART.10 – RANKING
The overall ranking will be determined by adding together the times obtained at the various controls and added to any
other penalties.
One overall ranking will be established for the cars in groups 1 to 6.
A specific ranking will be established for the 4WD cars Group 7.
The crew with the smallest total will be proclaimed winner of the overall ranking, the next will be second and so forth.
In case of a tie, preference will be given to crews with:
1 - The smallest engine
2 - The oldest car

ART.11 – AWARDS and PRICES
The awards ceremony will be held in Malbuisson Village on February 16th 2022 at 7.30pm.
It is possible to invite people of your entourage to this evening against the sum of 65 euros / person - In the limit
of the places available and on reservation before the departure of the event

11.1P: Awards ceremony
- 2 trophy for the top ten in the overall Historic category
- 2 trophy for the top three in the 4WD category
- A trophy for the top in each group1 to 7
- A trophy for the top female crew
- A trophy for the top mixed crew
- A trophy for the top Rookie (doing the rally for the first time)
- 3 trophies for the top “team”
- 3 trophies for special awards to be decided by the organizers
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APPENDIX 1 - PENALTIES SUMMARY CHART

List of Violations

Art. n°

Exclusion

Penalty
Points

Monetary
Penalties

Penalty Decisions
Event Officials’
Judgment

Failure to present required documents at
administrative verifications

1.2P

Start = refused
Entry fees forfeited

Vehicles not conforming to technical
verifications/scrutineering

1.3P

Start = refused
Entry fees forfeited

Excessive noise

1.3P

Tyres not confirming
Switch vehicles during the rally

1.4P
4.3P
4.4P

Violation of the Assistance regulations
Absence of the official
Organizers’ advertising
1st violation
2nd violation
3rd violation

X
300
X

5P
100
200
6.1P

X
Can go
as far as

Possession of notes other than those provide
by the organizers
Unauthorized change on the time card

6.1P
6.3P

X
X

Loss of the day’s time card

6.3P

Repeated early arrivals at the ZR

7P

Lack of respect for the official itinerary

Unsportsmanlike, improper or fraudulent
behaviour
Failure to assist someone who has had an
accident

7P
7P

180

60

7.4P

2

For each minute late check-in at
a CH
Missing visa at a CH
Missing visa
for the final CH of the rally
Non execution of a ZR arrival
(per timing point)
Missing Visa for an ZR arrival

7.4P

1

7.6P

120

For each second late check-in at an ZR
For each second early check-in at an ZR

Subject to verification
of actual passage at
all check points

Can go
as far as
Can go
as far as
Can go
as far as

For each minute early check-in at a CH

7.6P
7.6P

100 €
200 €

Maximum 60 points
Maximum 30 points

X
300

7.6P

180

7.7P
7.7P

1
2

Maximum 120 points
Maximum 120 points
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